IEEE UP Graduate Talk Series
IEEE UP Section is dedicated to enhancing the membership experience of its members. With the same motive, the Section brings a new initiative "Graduate Talk Series" for its members.

We have five national and many other reputed technical institutions in its geographical boundary. The "Graduate Talk Series" presents a unique opportunity to the Ph.D. student of the Section to share their knowledge and idea with the engineering community of the section.

To the audience, it offers a glimpse of the ongoing research in different domains. Further, it also presents networking opportunities for research scholars and will strengthen the research community.
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Incentives:

**For speakers:**
1. Opportunity to share their knowledge and idea.
2. Networking with section's research fraternity.
3. Fine-tune your presentation skills.
4. Appreciation Certificate from Section.

**For audience:**
1. Get a glimpse of the ongoing research in different areas.
2. More insight from the research field for your career plan.
3. Participation Certificates.
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To be a Speakers:

Eligibility:

1. He/She must be pursuing a Ph.D. or have submitted within the last 3 years (i.e. Since January 2019).
2. He/She must be an IEEE member
3. Institute from where Ph.D. is being pursued or has been submitted must be in UP Section (i.e. Uttar Pradesh and Uttrakhand)

The domain of talks: Technical talk on any topic of IEEE domain.

Speaker Registration:

Fill the speaker registration form. The Section SAC volunteer will contact you to finalize the schedule.
Link: https://forms.gle/qsWoiGevSnGVqr7q6
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Contact US:

neha.setia@gmail.com
Neha Sharma
Coordinator- Graduate Talk Series
Volunteer, IEEE UP Section SAC

aadityapal.ieee@gmail.com
Aditya Pal
Coordinator- Graduate Talk Series
Volunteer, IEEE UP Section SAC

ieeeupssac@gmail.com
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nayaneesh@gmail.com
Nayaneesh Kumar Mishra
Section Student Representative (SSR)

ankit.jnvf@ieee.org
Ankit Yadav
Section Student Representative (SSR)